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Ozone Deodorisers are currently used to oxidise the 
following problem odours:
Adhesives Fire/Smoke restoration Perfumes
Alcohol odour Fish odour Pesticides
Aldehydes Food cooking odours Pets
Ammonia Fuel oil Printing chemicals
Aromatic compounds Garbage odours Resins
Benzene Gym/Locker rooms Sewage
Body odours Hair dye Stuffiness
Car exhausts Hydrogen sulphide Toilet odours
Cigarette smoke Ketones Urine
Cleaning chemicals Masking agents Vegetable odours
Decaying substances Mould & mildew VOCs
Ethylene Nail polish Vomit
Fertiliser Paint

High technology products for the permanent removal of 
odours from all types of rooms, buildings and vehicles.  Ideal 
for portable cleaning by contractors.  These innovative products 
generate high levels of ozone to oxidise and neutralise odours.  
(They also kill microbes, by using ozone, and remove airborne 
dust and purify the air, by using ions).
Model CF1 is the most widely used of all Deodorisers and 
continues to prove itself in numerous applications.  It comes 
with 8,000mg/hr ozone output.
Model CC1 is ideal for smaller areas such as hotel/motel rooms, 
with an output of 500mg/hr of ozone.

Portable Ozone Deodorisers
For cleaners, contractors, building managers & car detailers
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Ozone is an extremely strong oxidant which permanently 
removes odours by a process of oxidation.  The clean fresh smell 
evident after a lightning storm is ozone.  Its oxidation strength 
is 50% greater than that of chlorine.  Ozone removes airborne 
odours but also permeates fabrics and carpets and therefore 

removes surface odours.  Ozone 
is made electrically from oxygen.  
When it has done its job, the 
ozone reverts back to oxygen, 
leaving no chemical residue.  
Ozone is generated electrically 
from air, so no chemical handling 
or consumables are required.

Ozone and Ions are very effective when generated together.  
Unfortunately, cheap products make only one or the other.  
(This is like buying an air conditioner which treats humidity 
but not temperature).  A recent international study has shown 
that "ozone and ions" are four times more effective at air 
purification than either one of these on its own.
Ions are made from oxygen and air.  They are charged particles 
which bond to airborne dust.  The dust particles are attracted to 
each other, becoming heavier and falling to the floor.  Negative 
ions also help to restore nature's ion balance (by increasing the 
level of air ions to that found in fresh country air).  Therefore, 
a combination ozone/ion system will:
• Deodorise odours (better than ozone can alone)
• Kill microbes (better than ozone can alone)
• Remove airborne dust and smoke particles
• Restore nature's ion balance which, for example, makes 

hotel rooms feel like they are filled with fresh country 
air.

Leading Edge Technology

How Ozone Removes Odours

The Advantage of Ions with Ozone

Portable Deodoriser 
CF1, SS99
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Portable Ozone Deodorisers
For cleaners, contractors, building managers & car detailers

The CF1 is rich with great features, many of which are  
unique:
1. Combination ozone and ion electronics (rather than just one 

or the other).  This achieves outstanding deodorisation.  It 
also removes microbes and dust and restores ion balance.

2. Carry handle, for portable usage.
3. Electrical certifications, including EMI (no electromagnetic 

interference is caused, to affect TV reception, mobile 
phones, pacemakers, etc).

4. Patented Plasma Ozone Emitters, featuring wafer thin 
ceramic.  Also the active electrode is removed from the 
airstream entirely.  Many benefits result:

 - minimises sparking in smoky/humid environments
 - reduces residue buildup and the need for cleaning
5. Safety microswitch, which disables the product if the 

emitters are being removed.
6. Extra long-life design.  Our components have a design 

life up to 10 times greater than that of cheap alternative 
products.

7. In-built circulation fan with two-stage inlet filter.
8. Long life Plasma Source/Ion Source, which modifies 

voltage, frequency, wave shape, etc.  Fully enclosed and 
impervious to moisture or corrosion.

9. Two 100mm spigots, for simple connection to hose.
10. Three-layer laminated case.  The first layer is plastic to 

achieve electrical insulation.  But then an outer metal layer 
is added for robustness and long life.  Finally, the metal is 
finished in a polymer coating.

11. Great looks, with a quality blue gloss finish.

CF1 Deodoriser 8,000mg/hr

Emitter plates inside CF1 Deodoriser

The EZ2 comprises two dishes and 
growth liquid.  Use it to indicate 
airborne microbe levels before and after 
ozone treatment.

Controllers

The EZ1 is a cost effective way to 
measure ozone levels.  The treated strips 
give a colour change indication after 
10 minutes.

The EZ4 is  a  handheld 
electronic ozone monitor.  It 
includes LED display and 
battery charger.

EZ4

EZ1

12. Variable ozone output, switch controlled.
13. Variable fan/airflow output, switch controlled.

EZ2

Deodoriser                  CF1, HR100 
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Guidelines for choosing the correct Ozone Deodoriser for 
your job are shown below:
The figures are the maximum volumes recommended in m3 
and ft3.  Smaller volumes yield faster results.

Applications Ozone Deodorisers are currently used by Cleaners and 
Contractors in the following markets:
Aeroplanes Mental health services
Ambulances Military bases
Bus companies Nightclubs
Car dealers Nursing homes
Car detailing Office buildings
Car lease companies Photographic laboratories
Carpet cleaning Printing shops
Childcare centres Real estate agents
Clubs and pubs Restaurants
Cruise ships Schools and universities
Drycleaners Smoke damage restoration
Fish markets Smoking rooms
Florists Supermarkets
Funeral homes Takeaway food outlets
Garbage rooms Taxis
Grease traps Toilets and amenities
Gyms and Locker rooms Tourist resorts
Hospital wards Units and flats
Hotel/Motel rooms Veterinary rooms
Janitorial services Water damage restoration
Lunch rooms

Application

Garbage Compactor
(container size)

m3

(ft3)

Fire and Smoke
Restoration Room

m3

(ft3)

CF1CC1

1,300
(15,300)

430
(5,060)

20,000
(235,000)

6,660
(80,000)

Room
Deodoriser

m3

(ft3)

light
odour

heavy
odour

–

– 1,000
(11,770)

35
(412)

CC1 Deodoriser               500mg/hr

The CC1 is perfect for small hotel/motel rooms.  For example, 
it converts a smoking room to a non-smoking room in less than 
an hour.  Because it generates ozone plus ions, it also removes 
airborne smoke from the hotel/motel room and it restores ion 
balance, making the "feel" of the room seem like it has been 
filled with fresh country air for the next occupant.
The CC1 includes the same eight key features of the larger 
CF1 (see above numbered 1 to 8), but they are packed into an 
incredibly small case.  There is no other hotel room deodoriser 
like it - ozone plus ions in a robust translucent case, with 
numerous features for outstanding safety and performance.

Deodoriser        CC1, SS99

Ozone "wrote the book" on Air Purification.  Extensive 
documentation includes Issue Papers for end-users and 
Distributor Guides for approved distributors.  Ozone Installers 
are trained to assist with your product selection and installation 
techniques.
For larger complex jobs when required, we refer to our Oztec 
computer database that records our extensive experience and 
research.

Oztec Service
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Phone: (02) 9810 3662
Fax: (08) 8260 4233
E-mail: sales@ozonetec.com
Website: www.ozonetec.com

1. After an Ozone Deodorizer has been used the space should be ventilated 
before entering.  

2. Ozone and ions have a fresh/clean smell.  However, the accuracy of the 
human nose should not be relied upon.  The safe threshold for ozone levels 
in an occupied space is 0.05ppm.  If in doubt, order the EZ4 Monitor or 
the EZ1 Tester accessories.

3. Read Instruction Manual before use.

Technical and safety notes

Useful Conversions
1m = 1000mm = 3.38 feet
1kg = 1000g = 2.20 pounds
1Pa = 0.102mm water = 0.004 inches water
1L/s = 3.60m3/hr = 2.12cfm
1kW = 1000W = 1.34hp
Ozone: 1 ppm (by volume) = 2 mg/m3 = 2000 mg/m3

(at 1 atmosphere and 25oC).
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Ozone Deodoriser Code  CF1 CC1
Oxidant output, maximum (mg/hr)

Air flow rate, open inlets, maximum (l/s)

Dimensions, as standard - Width W (mm)

Rated power, nominal (watts)

- Length L (mm)

Weight, nominal (kg)

Ion emitter: negative/positive ratio, nominal

Features - ozone/ion emitters

Variable ozone emitter configuration (number shown)

Inlet filter area, 2 layers (cm2), filters are washable

  - plastic body, electrically insulated
  - earthed plasma source and power cord

  - certified: no electromagnetic interference

  - cleanable ozone emitters
  - switch: variable ozone output
  - switch: variable fan speed

  - switch: on/off
  - safety micro switch

  - carry handle

  - rated for continuous duty

160

2:1

40

10,000,000

8

340

7
140

550
170

8,000

30

2:1

40

2,000,000

3

340

3
140
330

170

–
–

500
Ion output, maximum (per cm3 at 1m)

- Height H (mm)

Yes

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ozone science (for odours + microbes)

The air contains pure oxygen 
molecules.

Ozone is formed by the Plasma emit-
ters (enriched oxygen).

The third oxygen atom attaches to a 
pollutant to oxidise it to a harmless 
molecule.

Leaving pure oxygen again.

Ion science (for dust + ion balance)

The air contains pure oxygen and 
nitrogen molecules.

Ions are formed by the Ion emitter 
(in a 2:1 ratio).  They are charged 
compounds.

Dust and particles are attached to 
the charge.

The heavy particles drop from the air 
and can lose their charge.

Flexible HoseSpigots

Spares - Emitters

 Deodorizer Ozone Ion 
 Model Emitter Code Emitter Code
 CF1 PZ1001 9390SK
       CC1              PZ201 9390SK

Spares - Inlet Filters

 Deodorizer Filter Code
 Model (1 set)
 CF1 9446SA
 CC1 9446SA
 

 Deodoriser Diameter Spigot Code
 CF1 100mm SS99
 CC1 100mm SS99

Ozone resistant polymer with external wire 
helix, 5m lengths

 Diameter Hose Code
 100mm HR100
 

Ozone Monitor                   EZ4 Ozone Tester                     EZ1

A handheld electronic device which 
measures ozone levels, providing an LED 
read-out in ppm.  A professional method to 
check levels in a treated space.

Contains treated strips which give a colour 
test indication of the ozone level, after 10 
minutes.

AccessoriesInnovative Electronics

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes


